
 

DEATH AND IMMORTALITY 

Death comes to the creature in the form of desire, because the soul knows the end for which 

it was created. He wants to go back to where it came from. The soul feels what its natural 

purpose is and looks for it as a radiologist looking for water. No human being can understand 

this, for there is always rebellion against this feeling, against this aspiration, but it (the soul) 

thinks even unwittingly of its natural end. This passage cannot be explained humanly. For you 

it is incomprehensible, but it yearns to reach that homeland from which it started, in which 

there is no mourning or lament, but only eternal joy. You will never understand and therefore 

man cannot consciously desire it and contradicts the true desire of the spirit, of his spirit. You 

are now in a dimension where you cannot understand these things at all. The happiness in 

which it enters is because it yearns for that encounter with its Creator, to that force which 

becomes light for the spirit. Yes, because I am the Light, you know, don’t you? That is what 

your soul yearns for. It is not yet time for all this. When the soul reaches the sky, it hardly 

meets my light. I direct it first, but then always yearns for it “light”, because it is through this 

that it can reach Me. And when she is forced to purify, that desire is stretched and the soul 

suffers from this distance from Me. Know how much desire on the part of souls, and then this 

becomes for Me, God a gratitude that on earth, man cannot have as a continuous yearning, 

but in the form of continuous study, of the imposition on himself continues. Do not be afraid of 

all this, your God created you for eternity. 
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